P1362 honda civic 2002

How to fix error code P,P,P,P for this car? Model:Civic; Maker:Honda; Year;. Justin answered
about a year ago. My car honda civic CD player required code after replacing car battery. It's
player show U L Your halo will be highly appreciated My email is following Malikvoip hotmail. I
just bought my car Friday On Monday my gears to my car wouldn't work properly Wouldn't go
over 20mph Almost week later today my car won't go over 0 mph I hear a flute like noise from
passenger side I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus,
does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened,
or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if
CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your
Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Honda Civic question.
Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Honda Civic
Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used
Cars for Sale. Forums New posts Search forums. What's new New posts New profile posts
Latest activity. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts.
Search forums. Log in. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before
proceeding. Thread starter Buckeye Start date Sep 6, Buckeye New Member. A question for the
masses I have a Honda Civic Standard transmission with , miles. On each occasion I was able to
drive home and after setting for about an hour the car re-starts and runs fine. I read several
different forums and decided to replace my "camshaft position sensor" over the weekend. When
I completed this work it took me about 1 hr my car would not start as it was "immobilized" - it
did not recognize my programmed key. I obtained the "brake" code for my Civic as I had used it
about a year ago due to losing my keys and the car would still not start. This left me very
confused as I was concerned that maybe something was wrong with my ECM. Because I was
paranoid I put the original camshaft position sensor in the Civic and still no luck in starting even
though I realize the sensor should have nothing to do with the immoblizing system. I had it
towed to a Honda dealer and they programmed the key s. My question is what can cause the
ECM to lose the programmed keys? I asked the dealer if there was the potential for the ECM to
get a hard short that clears its memory Registered VIP. What did the dealer say, and does the
car start now? The dealership did not say anything enlightening. I spoke to both the "service
advisor" and one of the mechanics. The mechanic did say that the only time he has run across
an issue with the ECM has resulted in "major" issues with the car which mine did not have
major issues. They were able to communicate with the ECM and program my keys. The car
started fine and has since. I would like to see the wiring circuit for the camshaft position sensor
TDC sensor. If this is true I am very curious if there was a way to have "inadvertantly" reset the
ECM by replacing the TDC sensor with being on a common circuit. You must log in or register
to reply here. The car almost stalled yesterday and check engine light came on. I pulled up the
code: P Checked the sensor connection and everything looked fine. Reset the light and the car
drives fine for now. Is it time for TDC sensor to be replaced or is there another cause for this?
Do you. Hi Horiavese, Yes this means the crankshaft position sensor is about to go out here are
diagrams below to help you see what you are in for when doing the job and step by steps
guides to help walk you through it. Please let us know if you need anything else to get the
problem fixed. Cheers Images Click to enlarge. Was this answer. I love this site. Hello, I just
want to know the meaning and cause of this code and also how can I fix it myself? Thank you
so much and more power. Start the engine. YES - Go to step 3. NO - Intermittent failure, system
is OK at this time. Turn the ignition switch OFF. Turn the ignition switch ON II. Is there battery
voltage? YES - Go to step 7. Is there about 5 V? YES - Go to step 8. NO - Go to step YES - Go to
step 9. Is there continuity? Hv a honda civic hx and got a reading P, the car turns over but wont
star. Would that be the crankshaft or camshaft sensor? P TDC1 sensor curcuit Was this answer.
Dirty tdc sensor, faulty tdc sensor or worn wiring harness to the sensor Was this answer. I have
changed the camshaft and crankshaft sensor. I still have the same problem. I have read in other
forms that an air gap has to be set in between the cam and senor had anybody else seen this?
No air gap adjustment is needed. THis code can come up if the timing belt is off one tooth how
does the engine run? Here is a guide so you can check the marks. Please login or register to
post a reply. Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! My wife was driving home recently,
and the battery light came on. She was attempting to get home, but it ended up stranding her.
Turns out, the alternator lost the slide bolt, so it wouldn't charge. I replaced the bolt, and all
looked to be well. I then jumped the car, and it automatically went into Limp Home Mode. The
engine is running rich, and the idle is very rough. The car will idle fine for seconds then there
will be a click heard both inside the cab and in the engine compartment , and it drops idle. This
then repeats until it dies. In fact, it will only run for approximately 1 minute before dying. We
took the car to our local mechanic, and he checked the codes, only to find that there were none
to report. He tried to change out the ignition switch, thinking that was the problem from other

customers with the same problem, but that did not work. We are trying to keep from having to
pay a dealer the hundreds if not thousands to repair the problem I'm a journalist, and she's a
college student , but that is where we are now. Any ideas? Do you. Hello, This sounds like the
throttle bore is dirty causing the limp mode because the PCM loses correlation with the throttle
actuator here is a guide to help us fix it. Was this answer. Thanks for this post I had this
problem and the guide help me fix it I love this site. For several days my Honda has experienced
something I've never heard of before. The first time this incident began was when I was in rush
hour going home. At some point during the slow traffic my engine light turn on and I noticed my
car took a harder push to the gas pedal to accelerate. When I was able to get free my car could
only go a top speed of 30 mph. No matter if I pressed on the gas harder it wouldn't go. So I had
to leave my vehicle at a friend's house. The next day I went to go check my car out and when I
turned it on the engine light had turned off and it was like nothing ever happened. I drove it
home with a very confused thought. Over the days I noticed either during traffic or prolonged
periods of driving this will occur. Light will turn on and my gears will switch back from 5 to like
3. Most people with similar problems report of the same thing. Supposedly the cause of my
problem would be that my computer is receiving an incorrect signal from my tdc and it forces
my car into "limp mode" to where the vehicle could only go a certain speed to not harm the
engine but able to get off the road. Is this my real problem or something else? It sounds like we
need to run the codes here is a guide to help. Replaced radiator, reconnected radiator hoses
and transmission cooler lines. Snapped on all connectors. Topped off transmission with OEM
Honda fluid. Next day limp mode with no cruise control. Bench tested a b solenoid both clicked
proper ohms range. Screen perfectly clean. Fluid replaced two months prior four three quart
drain and refill refills twelve total no back flush. I know it is electrical but does this point to a
particular sensor. Sprayed and cleaned all connectors with electric contact cleaner. Do not
know what I missed. Recheck your work replacing a radiator should set a code. Then check
fuses under hood. Checked everything and no codes. Are there soft codes my scanner would
not see? Could I have damaged a sensor with electricity meaning not physical damage? Would
reversed transmission coolant hoses cause a problem? How can I check each sensor and find
resistance values with and ohmmeter? How do I find out the voltage present on the wiring
harness connectors and what the exact voltage at the connectors should be? Most sensors
operate on five volts. The only sensors you can check for resistance is ect it will be high at
around seventy two degrees and go down to less than at temperature. I think you are shooting
your self in the foot looking for this see if you can get the soft codes to pull up reversed coolant
lines would only send transmission oil in different direction or would not at all as one side is
pressure other is not. Not sure if it would or not as no pressure would mean overheating in
transmission. Try reversing see if it clears up. Surprising that there are no codes in limp there
should be. Pulled codes. Cleaned all connectors. Deleted codes. Haven't come back for 2
weeks. Silly me. Did not write down codes. Thought they would come back. D light was flashing
did not come back. Saw in Honda forum limp mode and no cruise is electrical. Bad connection
or sensor. Trying to pinpoint that sensor with these symptoms. I did disconnect the Input shaft
speed sensor in the front of the transaxle. Wonder if I could have shorted the sensor. Others
were disconnected to make clearance for cooling fan removal and radiator removal. Good
morning you cannot short out sensors. It may be more of a bad connection. Make sure there is
no damage to the pins or connector. Roy Was this answer. Hi, I have a ep3 civic, a while back
the gearbox went so we got a used one off the dealer I originally got the car from. A friend
installed if for me and ever since then the car ran in limp mode, after 5 months the limp mode
stopped and recently came back on, however this time limp mode only comes back on after I hit
a bump, the D symbol will flash and the engine light comes on at which point limp mode will be
engaged. Could you advise me on this as no mechanic near me can figure out the issue. I
should also point out since the new gearbox the P-R-N-D-D2-D1 sequence doesnt line up on the
gear stick and the dials. There is also a slight burning smell under the hood, this may just be
common with this car and not an issue. Im desprate to get to the bottom of this as I need the car
for work and im waiting for the day it goes too far and dies altogether. Thanks, Cormac Was this
answer. Check your wiring if this hits a bump and works then it's pretty much a ground issue it
sounds like to me. Or a bad plug going into trans. We donlt list an ep2 in our manual only a
dxexgx, etc. And it 's for a 1. As far as your shift things not lignin up you may need to readajust
the cable so the range selector can line up. Thanks for the reply, It happended the other day
after a long drive and has been happening everytime I hit a bad bump since then, Its lowered on
real stiff sport springs so when it hits a bump it hits hard. Is there any easy way I could check
any of your suggestions myself as I am not a mechanic? Thanks Was this answer. This is the
car Was this answer. None of your pics came out so I have no idea anyhow as I'm not real
familiar with Hondas. Regardless the ground should be the same anyhow. Yes look in middle of

engine front and back to see if there is aharness bolted to block or that the plug in trans is all
the way in. See if it's loose or plug is connected well or broken wires. Hi everyone, This is my
1st post, may I say hi to you all! What I have: 5 door, 1. With 33k on the clock, Looking like a
Bargain I bought it home, as it only looked like it needed an Airbag kit. Which is worrying, Does
this always happen to honda's? Or is it just mine? Now I am thinking if the ecu is working
properly or not? As the code readers work on other cars, expect for mine! Has anyone replaced
such parts in a honda civic mine is a uk spec? Or had the same type of problem? What do I
need to do to get it out of Limp mode? IS limp mode even connected to the airbag srs system in
anyway? I have only tried to get the codes from the obdII plug, not the paperclip way? Thanks
alot. You can try if the paper clip works. Bridge terminal 4 and 9 to see if it works. Air bag is not
related to the PCM and when the air system fails, the engine should perform as normal, only
nuisance would be the airbag indicator light staying on all the time. Thanks im goin to have a
look at that in the morning, if you google ep2 type r white it will come up. Il be sure to let you
know how I fair out. As it should already be programmed to my car? The info I sent to you is
correct it is like a Honda civic gx. Please login or register to post a reply. The cost for this repair
can be surprisingly inexpensive depending on the failure. To determine what the failure is a
CAN or Engine scan will need to be performed. This can Read Codes? We Both Recieve, Link
Asked by mpark gmail. Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! Then it eventually died
and the engine won't start. After waiting overnight, I cranked her up and she started with no
check engine light. Seems to be driving fine now. Dealership won't even look at her because the
check engine light is gone. Any help is appreciated. My Honda Civic stalled with engine code P
After an overnight wait, it works fine now-what is wrong? Seems to be driving That code is very
familiar to me. I encountered P on my 98 Civic last year. Other resources will only tell you that
it's misfiring or a problem with the ignition. However, the offical Honda Civic service manual will
tell you it's an intermittent interruption in the top dead center circuit sensor. It is related to a
sensor in the distributor responsible for detecting TDC top dead center of the spinning rod
across your engine. As your engine turns, everything from your timing belt pulleys to the other
end of your distributor must be in sync on when TDC has been crossed for every revolution.
This precise timing allows your sparkplugs to ignite the fuel to perform proper combustion. If
timing is off because TDC cannot be properly detected by the sensors within your distributor,
you can experience poor engine performance to stalls. My civic ran okay after I disconnected
the battery to clear the engine light, but the engine light would return after several days. The
engine also felt sort of rough during idle and would stall on some occasions. I tried
troubleshooting the sensors but failed so I ended up simply replacing the whole distributor.
After the replacement, my civic ran perfect, no stalls and no engine light warnings. Trending
News. Scalise says Biden is president, but there's a catch. Fans mad that joke singers made it
through on 'Idol'. Supreme Court delivers blow to Trump with tax ruling. Deion Sanders says his
office robbed while he coached. Dylan Farrow says Woody Allen 'was always hunting me'.
Eyewitnesses recall horror of Denver airplane incident. UCLA gymnast tearful as music
superstar reaches out. Kate Winslet: Weight jibes were 'straight-up cruel'. Before he stormed
Capitol, student's tweets raised alarm. Answer Save. Ceegster Lv 4. Here you go sir I hope this
helps. This Site Might Help You. Good luck! Still have questions? Get your answers by asking
now. Meaning of P engine trouble code is a kind of powertrain trouble code and when the check
engine light comes P code on the first you should check is the gas cap. Pull over, retighten it,
and take a look at the cap to see if it has any cracks in it. Continue driving and see if the check
engine light turns off. All you need to do is take the old one off and screw on the new one. If
you've already made it to the store, you might as well just replace it. While not car-threatening,
it's good to take care of this right away to improve gas mileage. The crankshaft sensor signals
the fuel injection computer or the ignition control when the cylinders are firing. This causes the
ignition coil to provide a spark and the injector to inject fuel into each cylinder at the right time.
If either sensor isn't working correctly, the car will run rough and the engine will be less
efficient. In later car models, the car's computer can usually keep the vehicle running, but the
engine warning light on the dashboard goes on to warn the driver. The oxygen 02 sensors on
your car measure the oxygen in the exhaust to determine how rich or lean the ratio of fuel and
air are in the cylinders. Optimizing this mixture means better fuel economy and fewer exhaust
emissions. Parts or components should not be replaced with reference to only a P DTC. The
vehicle service manual should be consulted for more information on possible causes of the
fault, along with required testing. Engine trouble codes resource center for all car models. Code
Search Please fill the "Code Box" to find engine fault code. Select Abadal Schneider Th.
Clubsport Yes! Ways to r
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ead engine trouble codes. Ways to clear check engine light on car panel. Check Engine Light
Dictionary Ways to clear check engine light on car panel. P Engine Trouble Code Meaning of P
engine trouble code is a kind of powertrain trouble code and when the check engine light comes
P code on the first you should check is the gas cap. P Fault Symptoms : Check engine light
comes on Engine stalling or misfiring Engine performance issues Car not starting If one of
these reasons for P code is occuring now you should check P repair processes. Now don't ask
yourself; What should you do with P code? The solution is here : P Possible Solution: The
crankshaft sensor signals the fuel injection computer or the ignition control when the cylinders
are firing. Please check below for you P code. Check engine light comes on Engine stalling or
misfiring Engine performance issues Car not starting. If one of these reasons for P code is
occuring now you should check P repair processes. The solution is here :.

